Vision-guided telerobot is often used to execute tasks, such as grasping and classification, in various environments, which contains some unfamiliar objects beyond its matching library. Hence, it is necessary to create new template dynamically for the unfamiliar objects. However, this procedure is inconvenient for the traditional template matching algorithm. In this article, a novel map-based normalized cross correlation algorithm is proposed. Map-based normalized cross correlation is summarized into two phases. In the learning phase, map-based normalized cross correlation creates new template and map by the superpixel-based GrabCut method dynamically, which is different from previous template matching algorithms. In the matching phase, a map-based similarity evaluation is designed to determine the position and rotation angle of object, where the map is used to eliminate the interference of background. Various experiments demonstrate that superpixel-based GrabCut method is more robust against noise than the traditional GrabCut algorithm and can separate the object from texture-rich background with less iteration times and time consumption. Additionally, map-based normalized cross correlation algorithm can locate objects in texture-rich images more accurately compared with polar transformation and image pyramids normalized cross correlation algorithm, especially for the matching of irregularly shaped object.
Introduction
Telerobot is a special type of robot, which is widely applied in space stations, undersea detections, telemedicine facilities, and other remote control devices. 1, 2 To improve the efficiency of telerobot and release the workload of operator, some smart systems have been designed and applied to tasks including force feedback teleoperation, [3] [4] [5] to autonomous obstacle avoidance, and so on. 6, 7 Vision-based positioning, as an important machine vision technology, is increasingly applied in telerobot systems. [8] [9] [10] It makes telerobot achieve accurate grasping and efficient classification automatically. Pixelbased template matching is one of the most popular methods to determine the target position and rotation angle. [11] [12] [13] In the past decades, various pixel-based template matching algorithms have been investigated. These algorithms work as follows: given a template image T and a target image I, find the best match for T in the image I that has the minimum distortion or the maximum correlation.
14 Global search (GS), as a fundamental technique, is time consuming. 15 There are also other measures of score function, such as the sum of squared differences (SSD), 16 the sum of absolute differences (SAD), 17 sequential similarity detection algorithm (SSDA), 18 partial distortion elimination (PDE), 19 and sorting-based partial distortion elimination (SB-PDE). 20 They use the absolute or Euclidean distance as the similarity measure, which means poor matching accuracy and robustness against noise. Fortunately, the normalized cross correlation (NCC) algorithm, 21 compensating for both additive and multiplicative variations under uniform illumination changes, 22 was proposed. To improve the computation efficiency, pyramid methods were proposed, which have been widely used in pixel-based template matching. 23, 24 In addition, if the object in target image is rotated with respect to the template, the polar transformation algorithm will be used to reduce the computing load. [25] [26] [27] When a polar transformation is performed, a circular template is needed. However, there is an issue when the circular template is selected for the elongated or irregularly shaped object such as bolts, rivets, chips. If the incircle region is selected, then the template will not contain all of pixels belonging to the object. And if the excircle region is selected, some pixels out of the object will be contained. Both of these situations lead to inaccurate matching. To solve this problem, some researchers proposed the region-based normalized cross correlation (RB-NCC) algorithm, 28 but this algorithm is not robust against texture-rich background and cannot perform well since it works with a rectangular bounding box based on the binary image.
Moreover, most of the traditional template matching algorithms work as depicted in Figure 1 ; template image needs to be created manually based on reference image in the offline mode. This procedure is inconvenient, especially for irregularly shaped object, so it is better to establish a library that contains all of objects before matching. In fact, it is difficult to ensure all of objects are included in advance for a telerobot that often works in unfamiliar environment. Consequently, traditional template matching algorithms are not flexible enough for the telerobot. But if the massive tasks such as grasping and classification is finished without the assist of template matching algorithms, it will increase the workload of operator obviously.
In this article, a novel template matching algorithm is proposed, which is named map-based normalized cross correlation (MB-NCC). Our contribution can be summarized as follows: (1) MB-NCC algorithm can create new template for the unfamiliar object dynamically, which is different from tradition template matching algorithms. It can replace operator to finish the massive tasks, such as grasping and classification, and release the workload of the operator. (2) SB-GrabCut method, which combines with superpixels and GrabCut algorithm, [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] is applied for the creation of template. It can separate the object from texture-rich background with less iteration times and time consumption compared with the traditional GrabCut algorithm. (3) Map is used for the similarity evaluation to eliminate the interference of background, which makes MB-NCC more robust against the noise.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. The overview of MB-NCC algorithm is presented in section ''The overview of MB-NCC algorithm.'' Then, the approach of MB-NCC is introduced in section ''The approach of MB-NCC.'' Implementation details of MB-NCC are described in section ''The implementation of MB-NCC'' and relevant experiments are provided in section ''Experimental results and discussions.'' Finally, we conclude the article in section ''Conclusion.''
The overview of MB-NCC algorithm
In this section, the overview of our MB-NCC algorithm is described. Figure 2 depicts the brief procedure for MB-NCC algorithm. MB-NCC is summarized into two phases, and both of them work in the online mode:
1. In the learning phase, SB-GrabCut method is for the creation of map and template image. The polar-transformed template image P T and the map P M are dynamically created based on the excircle region of target image T 0 . 2. In the matching phase, the target image I is separated to a set of sub-images S I : fI 1 , I 2 , . . . , I k , . . . , I K g, indexed by the index k. Image pyramid is performed for each subimage I k . Finally, through application of the map-based similarity evaluation on different layers of image pyramids, the position and rotation angle of object are determined. 
The approach of MB-NCC
According to the two phases as described in section ''The overview of MB-NCC algorithm,'' the approach of MB-NCC is divided into two parts: (1) the creation of map and template by SB-GrabCut method and (2) the map-based similarity evaluation.
SB-GrabCut
As mentioned in section ''Introduction,'' when polar transformation is performed, a circular template for the object will be used. For a square or round object, the circular template includes most of its pixels as shown in Figure 3 (a) and (b). But when the shape of the object is elongated or irregular, there is an issue for the circular template selection. If the incircle region is selected as shown in Figure 3(c) , the circular template cannot contain all of the pixels in object. And if the excircle region is selected as shown in Figure 3 (d), then some pixels out of the object will also be contained. Both of these situations lead to inaccurate matching. In traditional template matching algorithms, such as the NCC algorithm using polar transformation and image pyramids, the creation of template image is finished in the offline mode. In this case, the useless pixels in circular template can be eliminated manually. However, this procedure is inconvenient for the dynamic creation of template. To overcome the shortcomings of the above method, a novel SB-GrabCut method is applied to create template based on the excircle region for the unfamiliar object by separating the object from background.
SB-GrabCut is the most crucial for MB-NCC. Briefly, SB-GrabCut separates the foreground, such as object, from background and gets the mask of the foreground. In MB-NCC, this mask can be used to create the map and template without background. SBGrabCut is composed with two procedures: superpixelbased simplification and GrabCut-based segmentation.
Superpixel-based simplification works by gathering similar and neighbor pixels to the same block and then averaging them. Compared with the traditional K-means algorithm, our method simplifies the image based on local pixel block, which ensures that the pixels in same region are more similar and boundaries between different regions are smoother.
Considering the superpixel transformation as the histogram intersection and histogram similarity problem, 35 a novel function is proposed to evaluate the similarity between two histograms as described in equation (1), which composes with two terms. Int(A, B) is the histogram interception distance and Sim(A, B) is calculated with the weighted average in two histograms. When weighted average of two histograms is completely same, Sim(A, B) takes on the peak value. In other cases, the function is lower. g is a constant that weighs the influence of each term. The combination of the two terms ensures H(A, B) reflecting on both the level of histogram interception and the similarity of the value in two histograms, which makes the boundaries smoother
Let M be the number of pixels in the image I sub which contains only one object. I sub is divided into some regular blocks, and all of the pixels are mapped to a superpixels' set S sub which consists of Q blocks without intersection
Let H be the histogram of B q and d( Á ) be the decision function, which returns 1 only when
is the total number of pixels in B q . Int(g B q1 , g B q2 )
and Sim(g B q1 , g B q2 ) can be calculated with g B q , which is the normalized histogram in B q
Regarding B q as a parent block, all of parent blocks can be divided into quadruple sub-blocks as shown in Figure 4 . However, some sub-blocks divided from their parents may be more similar with the block around their parent block, so they should be assigned with a new parent. Let B q will be assigned to B k . Generally, there are different ways to define the neighborhoods. To make updated boundaries smoother, the classical 4-neighbors mask is used, which can avoid splitting the block or creating sharp boundaries between the blocks as shown in Figure 5(a) . Similarly, the sub-blocks are divided into quadrants and reassigned repeatedly until all of them are divided into quadruple pixels. At that time, all of sub-blocks are reassigned to a suitable parent and B q becomes a mature superpixel. Finally, the image is simplified by assigning each pixel with the average value of the superpixel which it belongs to. Figure 6 shows the effectiveness of superpixel-based simplification. It is concluded that the similar pixels are gathered into same superpixels. The simplification decreases the textures but retains the boundaries between the object and background obviously, which benefits the segmentation of GrabCut algorithm.
In the next procedure, GrabCut algorithm is used to separate the object from background. GrabCut is an image segmentation method based on Gaussian The image in Figure 6 is segmented into less quantity super-pixels to clarify the red boundaries, but the algorithm is implemented with 2500 superpixels for SB-GrabCut to improve the accuracy.
mixture model (GMM). It works relying on a Gibbs energy function defined as follows, which consist of one data term and one smoothness term
In the above equation, the image is considered as an array z = fz 1 , . . . , z n , . . . , z N g and the segmentation of the image is expressed as an array of ''opacity'' values a = fa 1 , . . . , a n , . . . , a N g (0 a n 1), with 0 for background and 1 for foreground. Vector k = fk 1 , . . . , k n , . . . , k N g, with k n 2 f1, . . . , Kg, is introduced to deal with the GMM tractably. b is the parameter which represents foreground and background histogram distribution. The data term U is defined taking account of the GMM, and the smoothness term V is defined based on Euclidean distance in color space.
In our SB-GrabCut method, all of the pixels are divided into two sets T b and T p f , which means the pixels are ''background'' and ''possibly foreground'' respectively. Briefly, GrabCut works by two phases. In the initialization phase, some pixels are assigned to the sets T pf or T b . Two GMMs, corresponding to the foreground and background, are initialized based on the sets T pf and T b . In the iteration phase, a unique GMM component, from the background or the foreground model, is assigned to each pixel. Meanwhile, GMM parameters are updated from data z. With the progression of the iteration going, each pixel is reassigned, and the sets T pf and T b are updated correspondingly. According to the definition of the energy function E, when some pixels from both the foreground and background are assigned to the same set, the incorrect segmentation occurs. The data term U and the smoothness term V will become higher. Conversely, when the pixels are assigned to the correct sets, energy function E becomes lower. A minimization of the total energy E is solved by min-cut algorithm. As a result, the sets T b and T pf are updated. Then, the pixels in the set T pf can be considered as the foreground.
Benefitting from the superpixel-based simplification which makes the diversity between the object and foreground clearer, the value of energy function E becomes more sensitive to the incorrect segmentation. And it becomes easier to get the minimum energy E. Hence, our SB-GrabCut method can achieve the separation of foreground and background with less iteration times and higher accuracy compared with the traditional GrabCut algorithm.
The map-based similarity evaluation As mentioned in section ''Introduction,'' NCC is often used in the template matching. It is described as follows
T is the template image and I is the target image. When the template image and the target image exactly match, the NCC similarity score takes on a maximum value of 1. Otherwise, the score gets smaller until decreasing to 0, which means that the two images are completely uncorrelated. However, there is an issue when it is used for the matching of polar-transformed image. If the polartransformed target image is based on the excircle region of an irregularly shaped object as mentioned in section ''SB-GrabCut,'' it will contain both the object and background. So the similarity evaluation using NCC will be interfered by the background. In our MB-NCC, the map-based similarity evaluation is used to solve this issue as formulated in equation (9), where the map M is used to restrict the region of matching. The map M is a binary image with 1 for the foreground which corresponds to the region of object in template T created by SB-GrabCut method. With the use of map M, only the pixels corresponding to 1 in target image I are taken into account for our MB-NCC, which avoid the interference of background effectively
The implementation of MB-NCC As mentioned in section ''The overview of MB-NCC algorithm,'' MB-NCC algorithm is separated into two phases. The details of each step are provided in the following sections.
Learning phase: creation of map-based template
Generally, the procedure of the learning phase is executed in the following four steps as described in Figure 7 . In this phase, the operator controls the telerobot to grasp an object and put it aside, and then the polar-transformed template P T and map P T are created based on the object by SB-GrabCut method.
Mark the approximate region of object. An object in current image I cur is selected and put aside by the telerobot in manual mode. When the motion is finished, another image I end , not containing the previous object, is obtained. Two same-sized sub-images I sub and I 0 sub are cropped from above two images. Then, the binaryzation, erosion, and dilation are performed to get an approximate region mask I b with 0 for background and 1 for foreground.
Optimize the region of object with superpixels. Superpixelbased simplification is used for I sub . Since the superpixels and the simplified image retain the exhaustive boundaries between the object and background. The optimized mask I sb can be obtained referencing to them in order to ensure the region mask more similar with the shape of object. If one of the pixels in B q corresponds to the foreground in I b , all of the pixels in superpixel B q will be regarded as foreground
Acquire the map M and template image T . In this step, SB-GrabCut is used for the separation of the object and background in I sub . In the initialization phase, the pixels that correspond to the foreground region in I sb are set as T pf , and others are set as T b . When the iteration is finished, T pf is used to create the binary map M and the template image T
Acquire polar-transformed image P M and P T . In this step, polar transformation is performed for the map M and template image T based on the excircle regions of the objects. Then, polar-transformed images P M and P T are acquired for the matching. Taking the map M as an example, a pixel in the polar image P M (x P , y P ) is found in M(x M , y M ), and the mapping P M (x P , y P ) ! M(x M , y M ) is derived as equation (12), where the constants n r and n u denote the numbers of samples in the radial and the angular directions, respectively. The parameter n r should be less than or equal to R max , and the parameter n u should be less than or equal to 2p Á R max . Larger values of n r or n u will result in a higher resolution of the polar images
Matching phase: matching with MB-NCC
In this phase, the target image I is segmented to a set of sub-images S I : fI 1 , I 2 , . . . , I k , . . . , I K g, which are overlap between each other to avoid the missing matching. Then, pyramid transformation is performed for I k . By sliding the window, the region under the window is transformed from Cartesian coordinates to polar coordinates by equation (12) to obtain the polartransformed image P k . Regarding P k as a set of vectors p r , it can be described as P k = ½p 1 , p 2 . . . p r . . . p R . For the convenience of calculation, P k is extended to P 2k . Next, a successive part of P 2k , starting from p r and ending with p r + R , is selected for the matching
The correlation between P T and P r 2k is calculated according to the MB-NCC similarity score formulated in equation (9) . With r increasing from 1 to R, the rotation angle varies from 0 to 2p. The searching algorithm checks each sub-image I k with MB-NCC similarity score. The position and angle of the object in the target image are obtained eventually according to the peak value of score and the coordinate of sub-image I k .
Experimental results and discussions
In this section, various experiments using different images were conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed template matching algorithm. The telerobot system is depicted in Figure 8 . It is composed of a 6-degree-of-freedom (DOF) robot with fore feedback holder and multi-axis force sensor, two cameras, a PHANTOM 7-DOF force feedback controller, and a PC. The Camera1, which is vertical to the platform, is used to take the target image, and the Camera2 is used to monitor the robot. The fore feedback controller is connected to the PC. In the learning phase of MB-NCC, it is used to control the telerobot to grasp the object which is used to create template and map.
All experiments were done using a PC with an Intel Core i5-4460 CPU operating at 3.20 GHz with 8 GB of memory and running on the Windows 7 Professional 64-bit OS. We do not use any GPU or dedicated hardware.
Effectiveness test for SB-GrabCut method
We compare the performance of our SB-GrabCut method with the traditional GrabCut algorithm when they are applied to crop the objects from texture-rich background. We try to crop objects and create maps by our SB-GrabCut method and the traditional GrabCut algorithm as shown in Figure 9 .
Six objects are cropped from different images and the results are presented in Figure 10 . Additionally, the standard map M std is created by cropping the objects manually to give a reference on the evaluation of the methods. The maps created by our SB-GrabCut method contain most of the boundaries between the object and background, which ensures that there are no obvious differences between them and the standard maps. Conversely, the maps created by some other methods cannot keep concordance with the shape of objects as shown in Figure 9 (c) and (d).
Considering that the map is binary image, we take the absolute diversify value between the maps to evaluate the accuracy of the created map as described in equation (14), where M std j j means the total number of pixels in M std The relationship between the accuracy and iteration times, or between the accuracy and time consumption of the different methods are recorded in Figure 11 . We conclude that our SB-GrabCut method achieves higher accuracy with less iteration times and time consumption. In the contrast experiments with the six objects, our SBGrabCut method creates the maps within two times of iteration, which consumes less than 10 s. The reason of this is that our SB-GrabCut method has simplified the target image. This procession makes the texture get less but retains the boundaries between the object and background. In other words, the boundaries are more obvious than before, and it becomes easier to get the minimization of the total energy E when the iteration goes.
It is worth mentioning that despite the maps created by the GrabCut algorithm with manual scribbles are more similar with the standard maps, the processions take much more time compared with others. Most of the time is taken to select the objects and draw the manual scribbles. What is more, it needs redrawing the scribbles after each iteration to rectify the segmentation and iterating many times to get the best result, which are really inconvenient for the dynamic creation of template.
Accuracy test for MB-NCC and PP-NCC algorithm
We compare the performance of the polar transformation and image pyramids normalized cross correlation (PP-NCC) algorithm with that of our proposed MB-NCC algorithm when they are applied to the matching of square object, elongated object, and irregularly shaped object.
Firstly, some contrast experiments between PP-NCC using the circular template based on the excircle or incircle region and our MB-NCC using the map-based template are performed. As shown in Figure 12 , three kinds of objects are sought in several different images using the two algorithms. The results are recorded in Figure 13 . For the objects shown in Figure 12 (a)-(f) which contains the same square object in different backgrounds, there was no obvious diversity of the results about two implemented algorithms. For the square object, PP-NCC can work with the template based on incircle region since it contains most of the pixels of object, which avoids the interference of the background when the matching goes. Nevertheless, the effectiveness of two algorithms becomes different as represented in Figure 12(g)-(r) , where a good matching algorithm should still return a high similarity score. In detail, when the shape of the object is complex, PP-NCC becomes unreliable, but our MB-NCC still seeks out the object accurately from texture-rich image.
Then, the images in Figure 14 (a) and (b) are rotated from 0°to 200°and the similarity scores are calculated to evaluate the tolerance of rotating deviation. Figure 15 shows that the similarity score calculated by MB-NCC decreases more sharply than PP-NCC when the rotating deviation occurs. On the other hand, PP-NCC does not perform steadily. There is another peak value when the rotating deviation gets to 180°. It means that MB-NCC can achieve a higher accuracy for the estimation of rotation angle.
Finally, a contrast experiment aiming to evaluate the robustness of MB-NCC is implemented. As shown in Figure 14 (c), there is a texture-rich image that contains one object near to a piece of wastepaper. Two algorithms are used to seek the object. The maximum similarity score for every coordinate in the target image is recorded when the rotation angle ranging from 0°to 360°. It can be seen from Figure 16 (a) that there are two peak similarity scores. Moreover, the higher peak value corresponds to the coordinate of the wastepaper. It means an incorrect position will be returned for the matching in texture-rich image by PP-NCC. On the contrary, it becomes easy to obtain the accurate coordinate of the object referencing on the similarity scores by MB-NCC. As shown in Figure 16 (b), there is only one peak similarity score when the coordinate moves. The peak value is higher than others distinctly and the change of the similarity score is sharper than that of PP-NCC obviously, which are beneficial to the matching.
In summary, our MB-NCC is more reliable than the traditional PP-NCC, especially when it is used for the matching in texture-rich image. The reason is that our MB-NCC algorithm can create a map-based template and eliminate the interference of the background effectively. However, when PP-NCC algorithm is used, the contribution of the background pixels to the matching remains substantial. In practice, a similarity score threshold is established before the matching. Since the similarity score acquired by MB-NCC can distinguish the object from background more effectively, it becomes easy to establish a suitable threshold.
Conclusion
We proposed a novel MB-NCC algorithm. Different from previous template matching algorithms, our MB-NCC algorithm creates new template and map for the unfamiliar object dynamically. The procedure of MB-NCC consists of two phases. In the learning phase, a SB-GrabCut method is applied for the creation of template image and map by separating the object from background. In the matching phase, a map-based similarity evaluation is designed to determine the position and rotation angle of object, where the map is used to eliminate the interference of background. The results of experiment demonstrate that our SB-GrabCut method is more robust against noise than the traditional GrabCut algorithm. It can separate the object from texture-rich background with less iteration times and time consumption. Moreover, our MB-NCC algorithm can locate the objects in texture-rich images more effectively than PP-NCC algorithm, especially for the matching of irregularly shaped object.
When our MB-NCC is used for vision-guided telerobot, it can replace operator to finish the massive tasks, Figure 13 . Results of tests for the objects shown in Figure 12 . such as grasping and classification, and release the workload of the operator. Since MB-NCC proposed in this article is robust against noise and immune to the interference of the background, it could be in wider application. 
